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ACONTROLLrDVA TION FORCONVrCTION 0
TREATMENT IN PRESSURE-BASED ALGORITHM
Wei Shyy, Siddharth Thakur and Kevin Tucker
Department of Aerospace Engineering, Mechanics & Engineering
Science,
University of Florida
and
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Convection effect and source terms are two primary sources of difficulties
in computing turbulent reacting flows typically encountered in propulsion
devices. The present work intends to elucidate the individual as well as the
collective roles of convection and source terms in the fluid flow equations,
and to devise appropriate treatments and implementations to improve our
current capability of predicting such flows. A controlled variation scheme
(CVS) has been under development in the context of a pressure-based
algorithm, which has the characteristics of adaptively regulating the
amount of numerical diffusivity, relative to central difference scheme,
according to the variation in local flow field. Boih the basic concepts and
a pragmatic assessment will be presented to highlight the status of this
work.
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Right boundary condition: Neumanrt
_,, • _ Cell Peclet number = 10 8
• _ - Exact solution
• :_ * First-order upwind
• _ o Second-order upwind
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• ?,,_ + CVS
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Model Problem II: Different Schemes
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x
Pcvs
2 0.42 1.96
9 3.42 1.96
10 3.85 3.15
11 4.28 4.66
12 4.71 6.32
13 5.14 24.85 "_
34 14.14 1.97
35 14.57 1.96
Remaining i Remaining x 100.00
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TREATMENT OF SOURCE TERMS: A LONGITUDINAL
COMBUSTION INSTABILITY PROBLEM
Besides convection terms, source terms (if present) in the Navier-Stokes
equations can be strong enough to cause numerical difficulties such as a loss
of accuracy in the form of spurious oscillations in the solution profiles or
numerical instability. This is so because strong source terms can be
sufficiently stiff and the time and length scales imposed by them may not
be commensurate with those imposed by convection, for example. Thus,
due attention has to be paid to the source terms and not just to the convection
terms.
A one-dimensional longitudinal combustion instability problem is chosen
which has a strong heat release source term. The high accuracy TVD type
of convection treatment in a sequential solver (second fig. clockwise: top
right) is seen to provide higher accuracy than the first-order upwind
scheme (first figure: top left), as evident from the amplitudes of the ten
pressure modeshapes shown in the viewgraph. However, the TVD type of
convection treatment without any special source term treatment yields
spurious oscillations in modehapes numbered 5, 6 and 7 (second figure
clockwise). From the corresponding heat release modeshapes (third fig.
clockwise), it is clear that modes 5, 6 and 7 are the modes of maximum heat
release, thus demonstrating that when source terms become stiff enough
they may lead to spurious oscillations. This can be resolved by increasing
the amount of numerical dissipation in the scheme (by varying 5) but this
is accompanied by an overall smearing of solution profiles. However,
special source term treatment such as MacCormack's predictor-corrector
method or Strang's time-splitting method (here, the latter) can resolve the
problem by suppressing any spurious oscillations without the need of any
extra numerical damping. This is clearly evident from the bottom left plot
(fourth fig. clockwise).
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OSpecialSourceTerm Treatment
Conservation law with a source term
w t + f(w) x - '_ (w)
• Treatment
a) MacCormack's Predictor-Corrector Method
b) Operator Splitting (Strang's Time-Splitting)
W n÷l : So(At 2 ) Sf(At) So(At 2 ) W n
where Sf represents the numerical solution operator for
w t + f(W)x = 0
and S, is the numerical solution operator for the ODE
wt - ,(w)
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1-D Combusting Flow in a Duct
To illustrate the effect of a strong source term (heat
release) on numerical accurcay
To demonstrate the efficacy of special source term
treatment for a strong source term
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Combustion Instability Problem : Mode Shapes
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(d) Controlled variation scheme; XR/H=4.43
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Streamfunction: Backward-Step, Turbulent Flow
Re = 132,000
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